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Asia week ahead: Fine-tuning 1Q GDP
estimates
Trade and manufacturing data crowds next week’s Asian economic
calendar. But, Korea’s 1Q20 GDP may attract more attention with
regards to the Covid-19 impact
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Asia: Trade and manufacturing releases
The fact that some Asia countries have been reporting firmer exports than we expected in March
suggests the rapid spread of Covid-19 hasn't completely broken the back of economic activity in its
entirety.

We anticipate the same from the trade and manufacturing releases from the region next week.
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The lockdowns to combat the pandemic were just beginning in the second half of March and were
loosely implemented in most countries in the region. This kept some activity going, while a raft of
stimulus announcements ensured that businesses continue operations during this period.

These releases will also help us to refine our estimates of first-quarter GDP growth for these
countries. However, this is just the beginning of what’s likely to be a deep and prolonged economic
slump, not just in Asia but around the world.

Korea: Keeping afloat
Korea's resilient export performance in the first quarter is a surprise but this is probably because
the pandemic was yet to grip the US - its leading trading partner and demand from China was also
beginning to recover. The 1.1% year-on-year fall in Korean exports in 1Q was a marked
improvement over the 12% YoY fall in 4Q19, although some of that firmness was due to the low
base effect.

As Korea reports 1Q20 GDP data next week, we believe GDP growth will remain in the positive
territory, albeit slow down to 1.2% YoY from 2.2% in the previous quarter. As noted above, the
worst is ahead as significant destruction of global demand takes a toll on Korean exports and
potentially pushes GDP growth into the negative territory.

However, the return of the incumbent government of President Moon in the Assembly elections
held this week should pave way for increased fiscal policy support to prevent further GDP slide.
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